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FUTURE PROGRAMME OF WORK AMD ACTIVITIES OF UIJIDO (ID/B/U and Corr.1-3,  ID/B/8 
and Add.l and Add.l/Corr.l,  ID/l/9-11;  ID/B/L.I-UJ (continued) 

Mr.  FRANZI (Italy) said that the question of the functions to be 

assigned to UNIDO, which had seemed clear enough after the last session of the 

General Assembly, now seemed to him very obscure,  in. view of the statements and 

documents submitted to the Board.    Some délestions,  it was true, had made 

constructive suggestions on the distribution of work between research and the 

operational activities which were rightly felt to be the new organization's main 

responsibility.    But not enough stress had been laid on the co-ordinating function 

of UHIDO, which would be one of its most important tasks,  in view of the vast 

range and complexity of the field of industrialization, with which many United 

Nations bodies were concerned.    The purpose of giving UNIDO such a co-ordinating 

role was not to place it in a subordinate position, but to enable it to prevent 

duplication and harmonize activities in the field of industrial development in 

accordance with the spirit of General Assembly resolution 2152 (XXl).    That 

resolution also attached great importance to another major problem, co-operation, 

which was directly linked with co-ordination.    It might have been hoped that the 

second consolidated report jf the industrial development activities of the United 

Nations system of organizations (ID/B/3) would not be merely an inventory of 

activities but would contain additional information which would enable the Board 

to tackle the problem of co-ordination.    For it was not true that UNIDO had to 

start from scratch.   On the contrary, it should base itself on the work already 

done by United Nations bodies in the field of industrial development.   That work 

certainly had gaps and shortcomings, but it was precisely in order to reinforce it 

that UNIDO had been established. 

His delegation had two suggestions to make on the subject of co-ordination. 

There had recently been a meeting at Headquarters of the executive secretaries of 

the regional economic commissions (E/UjOl), at which important aspects of 

co-operation and co-ordination had been studied and which had been attended by, 

among others, the Executive Director of UNIDO, senior officials of the Secretariat, 

and the directors of some specialized agencies whose activities were sometimes 

connected with industrial development.   It would be useful to hold such meetings 

regularly, so as to ensure the most effective co-ordination possible.    Secondly, 

thè participants in the meetings could take the distribution of activities given 
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in document ID/B/3 as a basis for their work on co-ordination.    There could be 

discussions and consultations on each of the ten chapters of the report, so that 

the Executive Director could be given guidance on the activities expected from his 
organisation. 

Referring to the Executive Director's note on the "tentative target 

establishment" of the UNIDO secretariat (IL/B/L.3) and more particularly to the 

organisational chart it contained, he noted that the chart - "diplomatically" 

submitted for the Board»s session - seemed to indicate that it vas intended to 

assign all activities to the secretariat.    It did not take account of the need, 

so often emphasized by aembers of the Board, to stress operational activities in 

the field.   The participation of experts or specialists in international assistance 

activities should be temporary; it was uovi se to keep such persons avay from their 

professional milieu too long by giving them permanent posts in the secretariat of 

an international organisation.    It was very doubtful whether   UNIDO needed such a 

large group of experts permanently on its substantive staff.   The organisational 

chart of the substantive staff shculd be like that of a firm of consultants; experts 

should be appointed as necessary for temporary assignment to specific tasks. 

Consequently, the secretariat would do well to reconsider the organisational chart, 

taking into account the comments made in the Board about the need to send 

specialists quickly to countries which requested their assist raice.   With the 

present chart and UNIDO«s limited financial resources, it vas to be feared that the 

organisation might concentrate too much on research.   He would not dwell on the 

small number of Italians in the UNIDO secretariat.   He hoped that the large number 

of staff from developing countries was a sign that those countries had made 

considerable progress and were thus drawing closer to the day when international 

assistance would be unnecessary. 

Italy was willing to contribute to UMIDO by making available highly qualified 

experts free of charge for short missions.   It was also considering the 

possibility of making a direct financial contribution to operational activities. 

Since it also had in mind offering UNIDO the co-operatisn of Italian technical 

training institutions, it would like some information on the organisation's needs 
in that field. 

Mr. Lubbers (Netherlands), Vice-chairman, tookthe Chair. 

•BHSlllitMllllH 
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Mr. ABDEL*RAHMAN (Executive Director), replying to the crtnm*»nts made by 

the representative of Italy, said that he had noted his two suggestions on the 

co-ordinating function of UNIDO and that he would tate appropriate action at a 

later stage. 
He agreed that document ID/B/3 might liave been fuller.    He had limited it to 

an inventory of the organization's activities pending the Board's decision on what 

form the reports on activities should take and what additional information should 

be included in order to facilitate consideration of the problem of co-ordination. 

The presentation of document ID/E/!,.} on the "tentative target establishment" 

at the beginning of the session was in no way a diplomatic manoeuvre.   The table 

had been transmitted to the Controller two mouths ago i he regretted that that had 

not been mentioned in the document.   As to the manning table itself, he considered 

that it corresponded to the aim UNIDO had set itself, namely, to be an 

organization devoted to operational activities, a role to which the representative 

of Italy attached considerable importance.   In that connexion, he drew attention 

to table 2 In document ID/B/L.U, which showed the number of experts employed in 

1967 In the various fields of industrial development by geographical regions and 

sources of funds.   It was intended to send U69 experts to eighty-five countries to 

work In the different fields of activity Usted in table 5 of the same document. 

It should be noted, furthermore, that the final figures might be higher on account 

of the fact that the SIS programme would not be terminated until the end of 1967« 

Tables 3 and 5 showed the distribution of the various activities to be undertaken 

by area of activity and source of finance.   Taking the cheaicel industry as an 

example, it would be seen that it was intended to send twenty-five experts under 

the Expanded Programme, seven under the regular programme, fifteen under SIS and 

three under UHDf (Special Fund) projects already in progress.   Who would choose 

those experts, detersine their functions and read their reports?   That would 1» 

done by the secretariat, specifically, by the staff of the CheMical Industries 

Unit.   The same was true of the other activities.   Altogether the projects to be 

carried out required 1^9 experts.   Two hundred and fifteen fellowships would be 

offered, Including some by Italy, for adveaeed training in a very wide range of 

subjects.   To handle all the work of organitatior and co-ordination, the 

secretariat had a professional staff of seventy-seven (ID/B/U, annex I, p. k)» 

A.. 
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Again taking the chemical industriel as an example, he noted that, according to 
annex I to document ID/E/!*, there would be five professional staff «embers to deal 

with the work of fifty experta in the field, to service fifteen SIS projects and to 

supervise the execution of three Special Fund projects already in progress.    Their 

work would not end there, however; they would also have to conduct and supervise 

the studies set out in document ID/B/U, pages 98-105, prepare the documentation 

relating to the agenda item on the chemical industries for the International 

Symposium and, from time to time, participate in field missions.    Consequently, he 

wondered whether five persons were really too many for all those activities, 

especially when it was known that they would have to participate in outside 

activities, and whether the substantive staff was too large to supervise the 

execution of projects totalling $8 million.    In his view, the ratio between 

substantive ataff and experts lo the field was distinctly favourable to the latter 

and was quite in keeping with the intention that UNIDO should be engaged in 
operational activities. 

With respect to the selection of personnel, account was taken, in the 

recruitment of staff, of ability to perform operational activities and to choose 

experts.    Not all nationals of under-developed countries were themselves under- 

developed, and his own vievs concerning the recruitment of staff were in conformity 
with the aims of the organization. 

Mr. FRWZl (Italy) thankad the Executive Director for the additional 

information he had given, which clarified the data presented in the documentation. 

The example of the chemical industry which he had cited was partleularly striking! 

it brought qgjt- clearly the relation between   operational activities and substantive 
staff.  «It would be interesting, in that connexion, if the Executive Director would 

indicate the exact relation between table 3 in document ID/B/L.^ and the 

organisational chart of the secretariat,   «here the secretariat's supervisory 

duties were concerned, it was questionable whether it would be possible to recruit 

all the technical staff envisaged, in view of the very high level of competence 

required, and whether the organisation vould have the necessary resources. 

My» W&QXmm (isfaada) said that UNIDO would have to grapple vita * 

number of .xiOAtivaly new problems connected with its operational fial¿ activities. 

/• • • 
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The future programme of the organisation should be formulated in the 11 girt of 

choices made by the Govemmeute concerned, and net in tenu of a aet programme, 

•ince there were differences in the currant level of development of the developing 

countries and in their natural resources.    Utas programme of work set out in 

document ID/B/U appeared to take account of that fact.    That document might have 

given rise to some criticism, but it nevertheless provided a convenient frame of 

discussion and made it possible to consider both the organisation's philosophy and 

its implementation policy.    It vas for the Board to decide hov UNIDO could best 

tackle the most urgent problems in the field of industrialisation.    With respect vo 

one of those problems, he regarded the establishment of pilot and demonstration 

plants as a means of attracting Investments to sectors which sight otherwise nave 

been neglected and of progressing from pre-investment to Investment proper.   Another 

problem was the training of personnel for industrial development; for the human 

factor was basic to the development process.    He also believed that any 

industrialisation must rest on a sound agricultural basis.    The developing countries 

vere trying to strike a balance between industrial development and the development 

of the rural areas; the latter could itself provide an Impetus to industrialization 

in the form of industries for the processing of agricultural products, which could 

be more easily integrated into the social environment and which facilitated 

co-operation botveen farmers and factory.   UNIDO should also help the developing 

countries to manufacture fertilisers and agricultural machinery., in order to increase 
the output of food-stuffs. 

Proper transport was an important eemrequisite for economic progress.   Lack of 

transport reduced the mobility of goods and services and caused a 

compartmentaliaatlon of the domestic market which, by tending to reduce productive 

capacity and raise costs, had in itself an unfavourable effect on industrial growth. 

Where the building industry vas eomeerned, many developing countries vera still 

dogoadeiit oa imports of construction materials, ami ha believed that the activities 

of UMIDO should extend to thai, sector aleo. 

In view of what ha had said, he would expect UNIDO to half the dereloplng 

countries to increase their domestic output, and la particular progressively to 

reduce their Imports of food-stuffs and fiaiahed consumer goods, la order to be able 

to import more «apital good« and other basic products needed for industry. 

A.. 
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If UNIDO was to be effective,  it would have to avoid the often very protracted 

tine lag between the approval and the execution of projects; requesting countries 

should rot have to abandon certain projects because they were no longer suited to 

current needs or because they could not be fitted into their national development 

plana.    It would be useful if the secretariat were to report to the Board 

periodically on the status of current projects and on the viability and the impact 

on national programmes of completed projects. 

Mr. Tell (Jordan) resumed the Chair. 

Mr. DIABATE (Guinea) pointed out that, under the terms of General Assembly 

resolution 2152 (XXl), UNIDO was to be a co-ordinating centre and was to propose 

specific measures in fields which lent themselves to accelerated industrialization. 

Such a role had, in fact, been assumed in the past by other organizations set up to 

help economically weak countries, with results that unfortunately had not always 
been positive. 

He agreed with the Secretary-General that industrialization was not an aim in 

itself but must form part of over-all economic and social development.   He did not 

believe that the mechanical transfer of capital could help the economically weak 

countries to escape from under-development.    He endorsed the view, expressed by 

many delegations, that UNIDO must be eagc-ged in operational activities.   If it was 

to do so, however, the ors&nisation must find in the developing countries the will 

to escape from under-developi-ent and,  in his view, that was possibly only to the 

extent that they had effective control over their own economies.    The organization 

must base its action en the comprehensive concept of economic development.    It must 

formulate plans geared to the need:* of the requesting countries, but the initiative 

in indicating those sectors in which acsistance was required mujt lie with the 

requesting countries.     Agriculture must not be the only concern of UHIDO. 

Agricolture nut be developed, of course, but such development could only tato 

placa in parallel with the process of industrialisation. 

It would t* worth while for ti» organisation to coni inue its co-operation with 

the regional development banks and the ragionai economic commissions.   Where 

financing was concerned, it was vital that UNIDO should have resources of its own. 

In order fully to achieve its objectives, the organisation oust have an adequate 

structure/ and the Executive Director mat be allowed sow freedom in the 

recruitment of staff. 
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Mr.  de CAIWAIHC .ILOB   (Prazi V  pointed out that his delegation had taken 

an active part in the establishment of UNIDO.    Brazil had been one of vhe sponsors 

of the draft resolution setting up the Comittee for Industrial Development which 

had started the movement leading up tc the adoption of General Assembly resolution 

2152  (XXI).    After recalling the aims  of the organization as set forth in that 

text, he stressed that the first session of the Board v*s of paramount importance 

for the future of UNÎDC.    The Boa:-i would be called upon not only to settle a 

number of procedural questions, but also to draw up its work programme for 1967 

and 1968.    That latter task had an important bearing both on the future activities 

of UNIDO and on the fleets and problems it had inherited from the Centre for 

industrial Development.    T,e draft programme (ID/B/U) would help the Board in ita 

task although,   of course, temuer States could not be expected to agree with it 

entirely.    The influence of the Centre's past activities was of minor importance 

and the Board should work out a self-contained programme which would reflect the 

needs of the developing countries and the new facilities offered by the advanced 

countries for the transfer cf technology to the less developed regions.    The 

preparation of a comprehensive prepararne involved a number of practical 

difficulties.    While being prepared to expand the scope of its activities later, 

the Board might perhaps be vise to concentrate its efforts on only a few tasks 

capable of being tackled with the United resources currently available.    A 

selective approach would better serve the aims of Assembly resolution 2152   'XXI) 

and would enable UKIDC to assert its  originality as compared with the Centre.    In 

other words, his delegation favoured a work programme which was limited in scope 

but strictly in accordance with the basic purposes of the organization. 

Without underestimating the importance of the agricultural sector for the 

balanced growth of an economy,  it did not believe that the oromotion - or as some 

representatives put it, the industrialization - of agriculture, vrhich came within 

the competence of FAO, should be one of the main concerns of UNIDO.    The 

organization should enaorse the definition of industrialization formulated at the 

third session of the Committee for Industrial rv.elopment, namely, that 

industrialisation was a process in which a growing part of the national resource, 

were mobilized to develop a technically up-to-date diversified economic ttructure 

characterised by a dynamic manufacturing sector having and producing mean« of 
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production and consumer goods and cepaUe of assuring a high rate of growth for 

the economy as a whole end of achievinc econetnie and social progress. 

Document ID/BA placed a regrettable eaphasia on consumer industries and 

snaU-acale industries.    While- those two topics were dealt with  in separrte 

chapters, activities related to iron and steel,  the power industry and the 

equipment industries in general vere grouped under the heading of metallurgical 

and metal-working industries.    It would seem that generators and steel struktur,* 

played a similar role in the process of industrial development when in ft et that 

was not the case.    The problem was particularly serious since for many countries 

with small domestic markets the development of those two types of industries must 

be considered on a regional scale.    To devote specific attention to small-scale 

industries and consumer goods industries vithov.t a broader reference to the 

critical role of the iron and ateel industry proper might lead to a distorted 

over-all view of economic development,    fte future reports of UNIDO should deal 

with iron and steel and the equipment industries in separate chapters.    Those 

comenta also applied tc document ID/B/3 which devoted a special chapter to small- 

scale industrie*, whereas the basic industries, the equipment industries and 

consumer goods industries were all grouped together in chapter VI entitled 
"Activities by branches of industry*. 

In the view of the Brazilian delegation, the research and operational 

activities of WWO were important.    While operational activities helped to 

disseminate practical experience,  research on the interrelationships between 

different industries engendered new ideas which could become the basis for new 

policies.    According to some delegations, the developing countries should follow 

the path which had been taken historically by the industrialized countries.   His 

own delegation disagreed.    ïhe advanced countries had been unable to foresee the 

results of their efforts.   Biat was not the case for the developing countries: 

they could avail themselves of a much broader range of development strategies. 

3fce industrial development strategies should include the following critical 

concepts:   the relative priorities in the establishment of capital goods and 

consumer goods industries; the relationship between industrialisation determined 

by import institution and industrialisation determined exclusively by 

diversification of the economic structure on the basis of the distribution of 

A.. 
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local resources;  the relationship between centres of industrial growth wnich 

developed on the basis of external economies initially oriented to the development 

of primary commodity exports and industrial centres based upon external ecc.icmins 

oriented towards the  integrated development of different regions within the 

country;  the export of Manufactures to industrialized countries and to developing 

countries; the relationship between industrialization in depth and extensive 

industrielization;  the relationship between service-generating industries and. 

industries which contributed less to the increase of productive employment in the 

service sector. 

r.ie development of the capital goods and consumer goods industries played 

different roles at different stages c»' industrialization,  depending on the 

development strategy c'ioaen and t:.e relative saturation of the sector.    Naturally, 

the cycle of expansion and ¡rtaH.iiZctlior  *r  the industrien would vary from 

country to com.try.    The organisation should try to bring out clearly all the 

implications of che different strategics *n order to guide industriel programmers 

and plaijiers ir  the r'evelopinr countries. 

Developing countries shouli be made aware of the  significance of strategies 

empnpsizing import substitution and strategies basically oriented towards 

diversification ani increasing productivity of the industrial structure.    If the 

noie criterion chosen to guide import substitution was the free play of market 

forces, the developing country might find itself using scarce resources for the 

production of luxury items.    Strictly applied, a policy of import substitution 

could lead to high domestic costs, mon-pol.stic structures and excessive 

protectimir*.    Or. the other hand, diversification on the basis of local resources 

could create competitive condition for exports and help to raise living standards. 

Scon crie j w'.iiç'.i had concentrated on primary e anodi ty exports tended to 

formulate indu* tria Uzat ioti strategies which did not necessarily lead to the 

establishaer.t of manufacturing industries fully capable of benefiting from their 

human and material resourcest    It might be more appropriate to *t icy resource 

distribution as thoroughly es possible in order to develop indurtrfal centrée 

capable of piny in« a more effective rol« in integrating eec.iomie activity in the 

different regions.    The technologies available to the developing coantri«« favoured 

/ » » * 
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in general the production cr manure oto** 2d goods  for export to other developing 

countries.     It yus important t,   verify vr.ether that wan really in their interests 

or whether they should utilize more elaborate technologies in order to export to 

highly industrialized countries. 

Mr.  BRADLEY (Argentina)  felt that the Board should not underestimate 

the link existing between the future activities of UNIDO and the past activities 

of the Centre for Industrial Development whose positivi  achievements should be 

safeguarded in order to avoid wasting time ani raaney.    Consequently,  the worl- 

programe o; UÎÎIDO should include the studies and research which had already bevm 

started or planned and which could prove useful for the practical work of UNIDO. 

The elaboration of standard industrial prelects for use by States wishing to 

develop such activities would enable theo to accelerate operations,  reduce costs 

and put available technology to better use.    Standard projects should be capable 

of adaptation to the various specific circumstances and include a certain range 

of possibilities.    It would also be useful to study certain subsidiary techniques 

linked with the marketing of products of a certain type of industry - particularly 

the food industri' - and the eetablishrsrit of industries which would produce 

complementarity between developing countries themselves or between developing and 

developed countries.    Progress reports on the technical advances achieved in 

certain industries ard or. markets, perticularly for textiles and other consumer 

goods, would also be very useful. 

The role of IINIDO in the field of direct assistance for industrial 

development should be to assist Governments, at their request,  in the execution of 

specific projects.   His country fully understood the need for balanced expansion 

of boü» agrioultural and manufacturing industries in the interests of harmonious 

economìe development.   Argentina itself, once an essentially agricultural country, 

was now in the process of becoming industrialized and was exporting a growing 

number of products.   Since It was essential to promote agricultural industries 

in the developing countries in order to solve the problem of hunger, those wa© 

regarded that as a priority task were correct.    However, the fact teat the 

induetrielired countries r 'pported and encouraged unprofitable agricultural 

industries and practise* policies of discrimination with regard to the sale of 
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the products of those i: .instries in national and foreign markets was not 

calculated to encourage the  'leve lopin 3 countries to establish agricultural 

industries which uould be u::>able to export their surpluses. 

With regard to regional industrial development, his delegation thought that 

the siting of industries oust not be based on the principle that industria], 

complexes should preferably be established in localities where raw material and 

energy supplies were most readily available.    The regional siting of industry 

taust be decided in the light of all the factors affecting the profitability and 

productivity of the investments.    When a number of production units relied on a 

single source of supply,  inadequacies in that source could prevent full 

utilization of plant,  cause external dissavings and consequently reduce the over- 

all profitability of the production units even if som« of them were attaining 

maximum efficiency.    Moreover, there might be other considerations making it 

necessary to distinguish between profitability and social utility, and such 

considerations might prove decisive from the point of view of the dynamic effect 

of the investment on tl» economy as a whole.    It would be useful if UNIDO were to 

collect data from which methodical principles for the location of industry could 

be worked out. 

With regard to the co-ordination of United Nations activities in industrial 

development, he thought that paragraphs 27-36 of General Assembly resolution 

2152 (XXI) were sufficiently clear to make it unlikely that major problems of 

interpretation with regard to the competence of each organization would arise. 

Care must nevertheless be taken to avoid duplication, and permanent consultation 

machinery should be set up for that purpose between aU the organs concerned. 

As to the form which the programe of future activities was to take, there 

should be a general document indicating the short- and medi «-term plan of action 

In broad outline.   The document could be drawn up by the Executive Director, 

together with a statement of the foreseeable financial implications and the 

ordinary budget of URIDO, and submitted to the Board at a second session, which 

should be held before the twenty-second session of the General Assembly.    If the 

necessary documentation was supplied la good time, only four or five dayu would be 

needed to reach a final decision on a plan of action.    His delegation was convinced 

A- 
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that the a»« ». not ;et In a •osltion tr nak. 8UC„ . declclon ,nd that 

thorough preparation would undoubted!, prence iKprcvraent., aM „„„,,,_ 

Mr- camaaro »«.nu) s.ld that tll. „tabl,ton. ,r rr)IM 

contribute ««Umu, to t„e aocolerrU• n(   „,,„,;„  ,„„,._, ^    . „,. 

countries.    The inaustrialUation of „«,„!. k.„ takini pl,„ „      n ¿ / 
pr« for the balance, developatnt or the WioU natioru ^ _ 

specially dlrectea toward the. „rane, or inauatry »„:«, uere lfl t„ van (¡ 

t ch„ cal process, a„a was aesie».a to uri,* .b0u. „„.., lr.Mro„.tl0Ili „ 
Dotn the economic and social field*     Th- «<.- ,    , Ciax Ileldt*    n» «i*«»  compltxity and efficiency of 
Rcmarian industry had grovn unintcrruotedly.    Thua    l^w^.ì «    ., 

been 12 per cent higher in 1*6 .U. In 1565, „ t,,,«.,, ,qulval,nt t0 

four fifths or the country, industria! o„tp_t In lw.    Wlt rapld „u „,. 

irrrr/0*oniy th,t aericuuu'e C
~

M
 *• c-ti--"» —•«"- >- »•« -e c   la >« lm.„ted ln tha other brwches of the mUM¡ ^ 

an   better con.»., «ocas conia t. proauc.a.    It had not y.t «M .«,,,. te 

etc. up with the developed coltri«., but th. n«v flv^r pUn (x^.l^j 
promised well for the future. 

=o far .. the mure actlvitia. of UTOo v.r. cerned, th. „ue.tion of 
Prioritie. was of funda».,*.! u**.«..   fte dlfflcuUlM ^ M ^ 

hat connexion were not in.ur.ount.bl. and th.ir .olution w«U4 «Inly d.p.nd on 

the effort, of individual countri.. «a on th. h.lp provide by Unit* Nation, 

bodi...   It wa. of cour., tru. that an ord.r of prtcritl.., which •. th. „ry 
...enc. of national planning, WM Bucn mon dlfflcaU ^ „, ^ ^ ^ 

intarnatical .cal..   ». pMnt had b«„ H»«r -d. that «„it* «.tic. bcdU. 

cou!d have no priori«., of th.ir own; .11 th» could do ». to .nd^rour to 

confo» to the. lai« down by th. **.r SUU..    But prloriti.. «ri«, fr« 

country to country «cording to ,con<1c «4 ,o«ui conditi«, .nd n.tion.1 

«Ptration..   m> .ingl. „cip. for th. orl.nt.tt« of lniu.trl.1 d„.lop»•t 

«1 th. choic. o, prloriti.« could th.r.for. b, «cend* to aU th. d^lotf* 

countri...   It wa. up to «cb coantry to d«id. tho» «tt«. for lt«lf. 

Ho«»«, «p.rl.nc éM that without accl.r.Ud d«.loo»nt of c.ptt.1 «o*. 

U«h„ br»cb.. of lnd«.try .nd tb«by tliaimt. wU ^^ lmvm• 

0"fartu»t.^, th. M. br«cl». ., prod«ti« .*, „, .^euu,, «„ ^^ 
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goods in.lustry were not receiving adequate assistance. That ras a fieli of 

activity to which UNIDO and the specialized agencies concerned should give 

priority. It was imnortant to malie the best possible use of the natural ar.d 

human resource« of tue various countries and to exploit the possibilities created 

by tr¡e development of international economic relations based on equality of 

richte, the principle of reciprocal benefit, non-interference in internal affairs, 

and national sovereignty and indepenience. The Executive Director had rightly 

poinded out that the developing countries were often held up for wai:t of certain 

instruments and moans of action which would enable them to mobilize their own 

resources, and had stressed the need for international co-operation in remedying 

that deficiency. The transfer of scientific and technical know-how to the 

devouring countries must therefore he Increased ard accelerated, for such 

know-how acted as a catalyst in the craation and expansion of modern industry. 

Romania, for one, intended to contribute to the stepping un of such exchanges 

and t>>  benefit from them itself. 

Because his delegation was aware of the difficulties caused in the developing 

countries by lack of information concerning modern industrial techniques and by 

the barriere which were currently hindering the circulation of technical and 

scientific know-how, it attached great importance to the activities of UNIDO in 

that field. UMDO must give the problem priority in its programmes of work and 

collaborate closely with the Advisory Comnittee on the Application of Science 

and Technology to Development and the United International Bureaux for the 

Protection of Intellectual Property. The task was one closely connected with 

that of harnessing the human resources of the developing countries, and the 

special industrial servic-s programme had shown itself to be an excellent 

instrument for the purpose. Increasing emphasis wouM have to be placed in 

the programes of UNIDO and the specialised agencies on the training of national 

technical and scientific personnel, which was essential to the progress of the 

developing countries. An increasing nuaber of countries Bust participate in 

pooling the results of their experience. 
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*>r the tl„e beln*, there couT. " *" *"** COnœXl0D- 

-rt-te• Prograrae, ^   ^L d^" riolV^ * "" "" " 
«*t of experience, to start consideri^   woT t     Z"" " *"* *" "" 

centered on basic objectives and suffi 1 "   le2. t"   !   T'"" iT01^' 

Sloping ^ulre^t. „ tbe recipient eountlT ^ ~ "* 

RoBanl, realised what efforts it had to mal« in order to »,» «,   ,      , 
th. highly industrióla countries, and v.. «Jl LI   \7 °f 

countries which «r. takin. r„ ,    , *"• U MUld to »sslst 

«r. tacine their first step, along the path of Industrialicen. 

ifr- WAjiOiOO (India) emphasised the vital ml. „*• . ., 
the diversification nr «- f ln*«trialisatlon in 

-—z:rtir rzr * rioping c~ -th-i-~ 
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"hole.    ». developing countries h.^n "^ ** * 

countries ta that rZl   2tl       T       "^ <"" **** ** ^^ 
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of savings.    But the difficulties they encountered could not be resolved without 

external assistance, particularly financial assistance.    UNIDO would have to play 

a leading role not only by providing technical and preinvestraent assistance but 

also by building a bridge to investment proper. 

One of the many difficulties that UNIDO would have to overcome during the 

first stages of its work was the fact that the new organization was the successor 

to the Centre for Industrial Development, whose work had involved mostly surveys 

and seminars, whereas UKIDO was supposed to concern itself increasingly with 

operational activities of direct assistance to the developing countries.    There 

was little indication of that new departure in the Report on Activities and 

Programme of Work of ran» (ID/B/%),  in which most of the projects listed were 

studies initiated under the asupices of the Centre for Industrial Development. 

No doubt those studies could be edvcntcgeousiy continued if unlimited resources 

were available, but since that was not the case, the interests of the developing 

countries would perhaps be better served if the available resources were devoted 

to direct assistance in solving the various problems they faced in their 

industrialization. 

In any event, if the new organization was to be effective as an operational 

body, it would be necessary, firstly, to see to it that a much larger proportion 

of the funds obtained from existing sources, such as the Regular Programme and 

the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance and the Special Fund component of 

UNDP, was allocated to the- operational activities of UNIDO.    Secondly, since, among 

other reasons, the channeling of funds through other organizations led to delays, 

the Board might consider establishing a committee to examine that important 

question, with a view to making directly available to UNIDO subetantial funds 

from which it could finance its own operational activities.    The lack of sufficient 

allocations for industrial projects had often been attributed to a lack of 

sufficient requests.    While that might be true to some extent, the fact remained 

thai the lack of requests had been due not to any lack of need but to the absence 

of a strong anA autonomous organization such as UNIDO which could not only 

facilitate such requests but also carry out the programs of assistance.    Now 

that that gap had been filled, UNO» would have to establish effective contact with 
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